
 

 

 

RESEARCH UPDATE: Oct 2021 

 

General  

 

McKinsey research suggests that as household size shrinks people are turning to pets and digital 

companions and seek personalisation in services. This feels like an opportunity for communities and 

friendship to fill the gaps and keep us connected in real life McKconnections 

 

This article in the Economist warns women not to be tempted to continue to work from home full time 

post-pandemic. Whilst it might seem efficient to save time on commuting and chatting they are 

missing out on the informal connections that add joy to work life womenintheoffice 

 

McKinsey’s annual report on women in the workplace finds that women are increasing their 

representation in senior roles, but they still face a ‘broken first rung’ with fewer women given the first 

managerial promotion that sets the foundation for future opportunities McKwomen 

 

Fast growing companies invest more in intangibles like brand, skills and knowledge – its often the 

best source of sustainable competitive advantage according to Tokyo University professor Hiroyuki 

Itami. It pays back in innovation, employee retention and performance intangibles 

 

It turns out our reluctance to sleep may be an attempt at independence – from ourselves! Both 

science and business are now recognising the huge value of sleep to health and productivity, so 

maybe we need to make ourselves take a more positive perspective on sleep gotosleep 

 

BCG research finds more resilient companies fare better in a crisis than others because they absorb 

the shock better, recover more quickly and sustain that recovery for longer. Resilience enables 

innovation and growth and is worth investing in even in calmer times  BCGresilience 

 

This Guardian article reveals how working from home has actually improved opportunities for some 

women who are able to contribute more effectively in zoom calls without being talked over or ignored. 

Beware the return to office work might eliminate these advantages. levelforwomen 

 

Chief Learning Officer magazine is launching a series of articles about the exit of women, particularly 

women of colour, from the workplace. Pressures of additional childcare in lockdown plus the enduring 

problems of pay and promotion inequality need to be addressed shecession  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/asia-pacific/five-fifty-the-lonely-economy?cid=fivefifty-eml-alt-mkq-mck&hlkid=dbd9dc3260574658939a5471d3255dda&hctky=9222345&hdpid=b98249aa-fc46-46f5-9408-ade3f2040fcb
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https://www.mckinsey.com/Business-Functions/McKinsey-Digital/Our-Insights/Five-Fifty-The-invisible-edge?cid=fivefifty-eml-alt-mkq-mck&hlkid=e13ee5619e4c418292f85d0402952647&hctky=9222345&hdpid=4a1edabb-1d5e-441b-b68b-7848edf50c48
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https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/transform-for-resilience-in-good-times?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=&utm_description=&utm_topic=&utm_geo=&utm_content=&utm_usertoken=156663b2e8ee921ef06f6969bd5582f7b5b9ff80
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2021/oct/22/how-online-meetings-are-levelling-the-office-playing-field?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
https://www.chieflearningofficer.com/2021/08/26/where-have-all-the-women-gone-covid-19s-crushing-impact-on-u-s-female-employment/?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=COVID-19+s+Crushing+Impact+on+U+S++Female+Employment&utm_campaign=CIR_CLO_CLO+Digest_102521

